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UNPACKING THE FUTURE LANDSCAPE
TWO DAYS LIVE
PERTH
ADELAIDE
MELBOURNE
SYDNEY
BRISBANE
OF RETIREMENT LIVING & AGED CARE

THE ROYAL COMMISSION REPORT

RETIREMENT LIVING, HOME CARE
& AGED CARE UNPACKED
Two days of intensive analysis and predictions.
Live in 5 cities. Max. delegates COVID-safe capacity. Book now – 70% pre sold.

GOLD SPONSORS

2021

LIVE: 5 CITIES 18 -19 MARCH
unpacking the future of
retirement living, home care
and aged care in Australia.

Timed just 20 days after the Royal Commission Report and 42
days before the May Budget, the LEADERS SUMMIT 2021 will be a
unique and COVID safe meeting of the leaders of the business of
ageing sectors.

Royal Commission and new retirement living

Both the Royal Commission and today’s customers are specifying
Supported Living is the new direction, with a timeframe of just
five years.
There will be winners and losers, dictated by speed of adaption.
Background yourself at the LEADERS SUMMIT.

Royal Commmission and the Business of Ageing

Take time out to understand the opportunities being created,
and the threats to navigate. Our experts will unpack the business
fundamentals:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New retirement living models
Competitive structures that work
Capital structures that work
IT delivering real-time data & compliance
People and Culture
Customers and Value
Government as Customer and Cop

Learn from 40 CEOs who will unpack the Commission report and
explain their strategies, allowing you to prepare for FY22 through
to FY25.

Premium networking in 5 cities

Learn and exchange with old and new colleagues, with extended
barista coffee breaks, premium seated lunches and our famous
private Hatted Restaurant Dinners for smaller groups – all included.
Please join us at our
10th LEADERS SUMMIT.
Sincerely

PRIVATE HATTED
DINNER NETWORKING
Perth

Adelaide

· Balthazar

· Botanic Gardens

· Lalla Rookh

· Press Food & Wine

· Petition Kitchen · Georges on
Waymouth
· Rockpool

Christopher Baynes
CEO, The DCM Group

Melbourne
· Caterina’s
Cucina e Bar

· Grossi
Florentino

· Cecconi’s
· Rockpool
Flinders Lane
· Supernormal
· Flower Drum

Sydney

Brisbane

· Sake

· Bambini

· China Doll

· Bentley

· Trust

· Bea

· Rockpool

· Mercado

· Mr Wong

· Rosetta

· NOLA

· Café Sydney

· Spice
Temple

· Smokehouse · Pendolino
· Otto

· Glass

· Blackbird Bar
& Grill
· Otto
· GOMA Restaurant
· Restaurant
Dan Arnold
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DAY ONE - THURSDAY 18 MARCH
9.00
SYD

Christopher Baynes
CEO, DCM Group
Sydney

NATIONAL REVIEW
The Retirement and Aged Care Sectors
A 'State of the Nation' on the current market
sectors, providing a factual base to compare
against business plans.
Financial Health | Developments | Regulation |
Competition.
Private retirement village operators have pulled
back, NFPs are coming on stream fast, home care
operators are not equipped for the new world
order and residential care operators are facing
massive consolidation.

9.30
SYD

Sean Rooney
CEO, LASA
Sydney

AUSTRALIAN AGED CARE COLLABORATION
CAMPAIGN UPDATE
Treading a careful line between respectful
and aggressive, the campaign is targeting
the Government’s marginal seats and
the May budget (and forward estimates
commitments), followed by sustained
pressure to deliver the Royal Commission’s
reforms.
Delegates will receive an update on the campaign,
31 days after the AACC took the fight to the
Government, demanding the recommendations
of the Royal Commission be taken up and urgent
overhaul of the design, objectives, regulation and
resourcing of aged care take place.

SILVER SPONSORS
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9.50
SYD

Ian Yates
CEO, COTA Australia
Sydney

Pat Garcia
CEO, Catholic Health Australia
Sydney
Christopher Baynes
CEO, DCM Group
Sydney

ROYAL COMMISSION & BUSINESS
The ‘Need to Know’ of the Royal Commission
recommendations
What does the Government think of the Royal
Commission recommendations, what are the
limitations on them being implemented, and how
are the Ministers responding to the pressure being
applied by the AACC? What do the bureaucrats
believe is deliverable and to what time scale?
What are the key macro impacts that are
envisaged in one, three and five years’ time for
customers and operators? What will this mean
on the cost side across finance, workforce, IT and
more. What will be the impact on existing and
potential revenue streams?
Ian Yates has been at the forefront of policy
development and constructive criticism,
representing the customer, for 25 years, and is
widely trusted by Government.
Pat Garcia leads Catholic Health, which accounts
for 12% of the nation's aged care homes and
20% of all home care and support, plus he has a
deep political understanding having held senior
positions in the Prime Minister's Department and
the Labor Party.

10.30
SYD

NETWORKING BARISTA COFFEE BREAK

BRONZE SPONSORS
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11.15
-SYD

Grant Corderoy
Senior Partner, Stewart Brown
Sydney

Cynthia Payne
Managing Director, Anchor Excellence
Brisbane

Cam Ansell
Managing Director, Ansell Strategic
Perth

THE HARD CONVERSATION
Will the aged care sector be viable and
sustainable for all operators or will there
be massive consolidation? Who will be the
winners and losers in a reformed aged care
sector? Where does retirement living fit in?
Change is inevitable. Three leading advisors
who have unique insights to the strengths
and weaknesses of their clients across large
and smaller operators will give frank views of
the marketplace and strategies that they are
recommending to clients to either survive and
prosper, or leave the sector.
Grant Corderoy is the most active Not For
Profit board and management advisor across
Australia. His StewartBrown Benchmark reports
were the foundation for the Royal Commission's
assessment of the sector.
Cynthia Payne brings 30 years of executive,
governance and now advisory dialogue to the
discussion. A witness in the Hobart hearing and
since 2018 significantly enabling over 22 services
with sanctions. Her consulting firm Anchor
Excellence builds capability in Boards, executives
and managers - she has a unique insight to share.
Cam Ansell brings 24 years’ experience advising
top tier retirement and aged care operators.
He was a significant witness at the Royal
Commission. Ansell Strategic is commissioned by
Government to explore and test new concepts in
aged care and supported living.

12.00
-SYD

Chris Williams
Executive General Manager,
Business Banking
Commonwealth Bank
Sydney

CORPORATE RISK
Lessons learnt by the banking sector.
The Commonwealth Bank has emerged from the
Banking Royal Commission in a stronger position
and as the clear brand leader of the banking
sector. Many lessons were learnt in the journey
across internal reviews, strategy, execution and
public perception.
Chris Williams led the bank in the Royal
Commission review of risk. He has a strong
understanding of the operations of aged care
and retirement living sectors, together with the
business risk of change for operators as the bank
is one of the largest funders of the sector.
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12.30
-SYD

Ciarán Foley
CEO, Allambie Heights Village
Sydney

WHAT IS REQUIRED TO SURVIVE SMALL NOT FOR PROFITS TO LARGER
INDEPENDENTS ACROSS AGED CARE AND
RETIREMENT LIVING

Paul Browne
Founder – Director, LDK Seniors’ Living
Sydney

Is there a future for well managed one to five
location operators? What is required to give them
certainty that they will remain financially viable?
After years of discussion, new business models
must be explored boldly to safeguard against
heavy handed government control, being left
behind by the new customer or overtaken by new
marketing.
Ciarán Foley has transformed an ageing
collocated village and aged care home into a
financially successful and in demand product. But
his experience across government and private
enterprise tells him the status quo is not enough
and aggressively seeks more open competition.
Paul Browne is Australia’s pioneer of private
aged care under retirement village contracts. He
passionately seeks for the sector to learn from
his journey that now finds him creating $150M in
sales in one new village in 2020.

1.10
SYD
2.15
SYD

NETWORKING SEATED RESTAURANT LUNCH
Tim Russell
Director & Co-Founder
Aura Holdings
Sydney
Dr Brett Robinson
CEO, RetireAustralia
Brisbane

Jason Eldering
CEO, Southern Cross Care QLD
Sydney

David Waldie
CEO, eevi.life
Sydney

IS ‘CARE’ THE VILLAGE VALUE
PROPOSITION POST THE ROYAL
COMMISSION?
The strength of the traditional retirement
village and land lease model is the
‘independent living’ offer with little care
support and consequently little management
risk or cost. But is this the future?
Tim Russell is the founder of AURA in 2016
after the sale of RetireAustralia, which he also
founded, in 2006. AURA now has six villages in
development around Brisbane, all independent
living focussed.
Dr Brett Robinson was recruited to lead
RetireAustralia from Bank of Queensland,
and comes with a strong medical and social
background. He leads the transformation of the
company towards the highly successful NZ village
model, developing a support and wellness strategy
across 27 villages nationally.
Jason Eldering has an extensive career across
Not For Profit and private village and aged care
operators, delivering strategy, care operations
and financial improvement. He leads SCC with
a portfolio of five retirement villages, eleven
aged care homes, plus a substantial home and
community care service.
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David Waldie is the Founder of eevi, a leading
technology solutions partner to the seniors
housing sector. A lawyer who transitioned to
telecommunications, he led Telstra’s broadband
strategies, followed by founding Allegro Networks
and Frontier Networks, plus investing in CV
Services Group and Five Good Friends.
2.40
SYD

Allen Candy
CEO, Life Care
Adelaide

Tieran Kimber
Principal, Marchese Partners
Melbourne

Scott Colegate
Principal, Marchese Partners
Adelaide

Rulla Asmar
Principal, Marchese Partners
Melbourne

AGED CARE AND HOME CARE / BIG BOX OR
SMALL HOUSE - IS THE FUTURE ‘SERVICES’
AND NOT RESIDENTIAL CARE?
The Commissioners openly championed
staying home as the first priority and the
Small Home model over the ‘Big Box’ aged
care home. The answer may be a blend
of each, as presented in this case study
of a real, just completed ‘assisted living
community’.
Allen Candy has led Life Care for 10 years in
Adelaide. Over five years ago he championed the
vision and service mix of Gaynes Park, which is
now a reality.
Scott Colegate led the project in Adelaide, creating
the sense of ‘home’.
Rulla Asmar and Tieran Kimber will review the
business case for such developments against the
international projects that Marchese is delivering
in the UK specifically.

3.10
SYD

Frank Price
CEO, RFBI
Sydney

Derek McMillan
CEO, Centennial Living
Melbourne

Sadie Burling
Head of Health, Paynter Dixon
Sydney

RETIREMENT LIVING AT THE OPPORTUNITY
CROSSROADS - THE NOT FOR PROFIT
AND THE PRIVATE OPERATORS THAT
SEE VILLAGES AS THE CUSTOMER AND
BUSINESS SOLUTION ARISING OUT OF THE
ROYAL COMMISSION
While many village operators are stalled in
the management of ageing villages, both
RFBI and Centennial Living are energetically
acquiring and expanding dated villages with
an eye on future customers, especially in
light of the Royal Commission.
Frank Price leads the $145M revenue RFBI, with
a belief that retirement villages are a cornerstone
of future financial security when also offering
residential aged care. Already an acquirer of
villages, he has a vision of remodelling services to
meet customer expectations.
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In 2017 Derek McMillan left the CEO role at
Australian Unity Retirement to establish
Centennial Living and prove his future vision
of retirement living. First purchasing three
dated villages and recently adding four more
at a total outlay of $145M, he is ahead of the
Commissioners’ recommendations.
Sadie Burling brings over 20 years operational
aged care and acute care to her role at Paynter
Dixon where her real life experience ensures
development projects are both practical for
staff and efficient operationally.
3.30
SYD
4.10
SYD

NETWORKING BARISTA COFFEE BREAK
Kate Melrose
GM Project Sales, Ingenia Communities
Sydney

SUCCESSFUL MARKETING TO AGEING
AUSTRALIANS - LESSONS FROM
RESEARCH AND THE MACHINE THAT
IS INGENIA

Christopher Baynes
CEO, DCM Group
Sydney

Multiple events are building to create a far
more competitive market for customers
across retirement living, home care and
aged care. The Royal Commission is leaning
towards a ‘rights’ based system where all
customers are free to select operators and
offers. New Over 55 models are emerging.
In the eleven years since birth, Ingenia has grown
from a small business to a capitalisation of $1.5B
with businesses in land lease communities, rental
villages and tourism parks. It now has a pipeline
of 3,500 land lots and ambitions of increasing
their build and sale from 350 homes a year
to 600, demanding a machine like process to
generate leads and sales.
Kate Melrose has had an unrivalled career across
large and small property and village developers,
starting as a sales manager of one Lendlease
development through to Lendlease’s Global
Strategic Marketing Manager.
Chris Baynes pioneered modern real estate
marketing before choosing to move across to
retirement living. He has led DCM Research to
generate the sector’s largest ongoing and most
reliable market research studies into today's and
tomorrow’s customer.
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4.45
SYD

Anthony Black
Senior Risk Consultant - ERM & National
Care Practice Leader, Ansvar Risk
Adelaide
Jim Hazel
Chairman, Ingenia Communities
Director, Bendigo and Adelaide Bank
Adelaide

BOARD MASTERCLASS ON RISK AND
GOVERNANCE POST THE ROYAL
COMMISSION
The Board’s role is to ensure a business is
financial sustainable and able to meet its
obligations. But new penalties will apply for
defective Clinical Governance Frameworks
plus CEOs and management will be looking
to boards for strength in increasingly
competitive and challenging markets.
An unpacking of the key responsibilities to fall
out of the Royal Commission Report, plus a
discussion on board relationships with CEOs
and management to support and maximise
performance.
Anthony Black brings the detached, experienced
vision of Ansvar, the most experienced insurer
of the Not For Profit aged care sector. He will
discuss the fundamentals of secure governance
practices and the triggers for concern.
Jim Hazel is a seasoned Board member,
being a long-standing Chair and Director of a
number of public, private and semi government
organisations.
As a Non Executive Director, he was recruited to
take the CEO role for Australia’s largest village
operator at the time, Prime Life, rebuilding it
and its sale, eventually forming the base for
Lendlease’s retirement portfolio.
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DAY TWO - FRIDAY 19 MARCH
9.00
SYD

Mike Baird
CEO HammondCare
Sydney

LEADERSHIP: THE VITAL INGREDIENT
TO DELIVER THE FUTURE VISION FOR A
SAFE AND HIGH QUALITY AGED CARE &
RETIREMENT LIVING SYSTEM
Aged care is a big and complex $30B sector. The
Royal Commission and the sector are demanding
wholesale change at great speed. What are the
qualities of the leadership that is required to deliver
the best outcomes for all participants?
Mike Baird is one the most recognised and
successful leaders across business and public
office. As Premier of NSW he set the state on a
now successful infrastructure growth path. In
commerce he was a member of the leadership
team of National Australia Bank, with revenue of
$17B. He elected to move to the Not For Profit
sector in August 2020, joining HammondCare with
revenue of $350M.

9.30
SYD

Rachel Argaman
CEO, Opal Healthcare
Sydney

Linda Mellors
CEO, Regis Aged Care
Melbourne

THE IMPORTANCE OF
A 'SOCIAL LICENCE' TODAY
Larry Fink of Blackrock famously said “Society is
demanding that companies both public and private
serve a social purpose” and that “to prosper over
time, every company must not only deliver financial
performance, but also show how it makes a positive
contribution to society.”
We speak to the CEOs of two of the largest
operators of residential aged care about their
“social license to operate.”
Rachel Argaman has led Opal Healthcare since
August 2018, with 80 aged care homes. Recruited
new to the sector, she previously was CEO for 14
years at TFE Hotels, with 73 hotels across Australia,
Asia and Europe, including the Travelodge, Adina
and Rendezvous brands.
Linda Mellors has led the Regis 64 aged care home
business, with 6,500 residents and 9,000 staff, for
two years, following leadership roles with Mercy
Health for nine years across age care, home care
and private hospitals.

GOLD SPONSORS
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10.00
-SYD

10.10
-SYD

Nigel MacDonald
Aged Care Client Manager
CBORD Group - APAC
Sydney

INNOVATION IN ACTION - FOOD

Steven Strange
Co-Founder & CEO, Health Metrics
Sydney

IT / DATA / INNOVATION UNPACKED: THE
FOUNDATION STONE FOR CUSTOMER
CENTRIC, EFFICIENT DELIVERY OF SERVICES
AND COMPLIANCE

Christopher Baynes
CEO, DCM Group
Sydney

How digital will make or break operators.

Digital case study of what is achievable.
A demonstration of new thinking in food
management and delivery - how smarter data
systems can deliver a significant lift in resident
experience.

The guide to understanding the digital objectives,
requirements, upsides and downsides of the
recommendations of the Royal Commission.
What actions now; what strategies for 2024.
Steven Strange co-founded Health Metrics 12 years
ago and today its software is the backbone for over
50,000 aged care beds, with retirement villages also
coming on board. With data being the foundation of
future operations, few executives have the insight
for the ramifications and opportunities being
created by the post Royal Commission landscape.

10.40
-SYD

NETWORKING BARISTA COFFEE BREAK

SILVER SPONSORS
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11.20
-SYD

12.00
-SYD

Tammy Berghofer
Partner, MinterEllison
Brisbane

A LEGAL UNPACKING OF THE ROYAL
COMMISSION REPORT: ‘THE GOOD AND
THE BAD’ FOR RETIREMENT & AGED CARE
OPERATORS

Penelope Eden
Partner, MinterEllison
Brisbane

Is the report a ‘game changer’- the how and
the why.

Tracey Burton
Executive Director, Uniting NSW/ACT
Sydney

FINANCING AGED CARE: WHAT THE ROYAL
COMMISSION RECOMMENDS. SHOULD THE
SECTORS ACCEPT IT?

Cam Ansell
Managing Director, Ansell Strategic
Perth

What does it all mean? What will be the impacts
on the retirement living and aged care business?
Actions to take now? Strategies for 2024?

Should the Government dictate the
business model?
Unpacking the projected financial structure for
both home care and aged care going into the May
Budget, its merits and challenges.
Should operators, with $40B invested in capital and
360,000 staff accept the ‘new deal’?
What action now; what strategies for 2024.
Tracey Burton is responsible for 83 retirement
villages, 8,500 community and home care clients
and 7,400 aged care residents, as well as 9,000
staff and $850M in revenue. She came to Uniting
from the private hospital sector and has been
a strong advocate for change, leading Uniting
Australia being a member of the Australian Aged
Care Consortium.
Cam Ansell brings 24 years’ experience advising
top tier retirement and aged care operators. He
was a significant witness at the Royal Commission.
Ansell Strategic is commissioned by Government
to explore and test new concepts in aged care and
supported living.

BRONZE SPONSORS
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12.20
-SYD

Stephanie Buckland
CEO, Amana Living
Perth

WORKFORCE: HOW ARE OPERATORS TO
SOURCE AND SUPPORT TOMORROW’S FIELD
STAFF TO IMPLEMENT NEW PRODUCTS AND
SERVICES

Peter Scutt
CEO, Mable
Sydney

Home care is the favoured Government
service to absorb the growing aged
population but where will the staff come
from? Operators will be seeking to elevate
levels of service but will existing staff adapt
to this service culture? Increased compliance
oversight is likely to be demanded by
Government but will tomorrow’s worker
adjust?
Two employers will contrast their services and
staffing, and their successes in adapting to the new
workforce marketplace.
Stephanie Buckland came to Amana Living in 2016
from the CEO role at Tourism Western Australia.
Now responsible for 17 retirement villages, 11 aged
care homes, home care and $124M in revenue, a
career marketer, she is leading the culture building
of the organisation to serve tomorrow's customer.
Peter Scutt co-founded Mable in 2014 and now has
over 11,000 independent support workers across
the country delivering home support as well as
disability support. The tech platform and corporate
support has proven highly appealing to past sector
employees who seek independence and close
client relationships.

1.00
SYD
2.00
SYD

NETWORKING SEATED RESTAURANT LUNCH
Amber Cartwright
Director, Ansell Strategic
Perth

Tammy Berghofer
Partner, MinterEllison
Brisbane

Rodney Burger
Joint GM, Aged Care & Retirement,
Richard Crookes Constructions
Sydney

WHAT ARE THE OBSTACLES AND
OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE RETIREMENT
VILLAGE SECTOR TO TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF THE ROYAL COMMISSION
RECOMMENDATIONS?
The concept of a new style of village offering the
small home model plus residential care sounds
appealing but what are the hurdles and what would
the business model look like.
The legal issues, the construction issues, the
financial case.
Amber Cartwright has led engagements in the
retirement and aged care sectors nationally for
Ansell Strategic. A chartered accountant, she
specialises in business feasibility, advising boards
and CEOs.
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Tammy Berghofer is a Partner in MinterEllison’s
retirement living practice and has a wide cross
section of large and small private and Not For Profit
clients.
Rod Burger has led the feasibility review and
construction of aged care homes and retirement
villages for more than 20 years.

2.45
SYD

James Price
Managing Director & Co-Founder,
Mirus Australia
Sydney

THE CUSTOMER AND VALUE: HOW
TECHNOLOGY IS TODAY IDENTIFYING THE
RIGHT CUSTOMER EARLY TO OPTIMISE THE
BOTTOM LINE

Christopher Baynes
CEO, DCM Group
Sydney

‘Sales’ must get smarter if village and care
operators are to maximise both service
offerings and revenue. CFOs need visibility
of the sales pipeline and customer in their
journey.
Strategies and systems that allow an operator to
have vision of their stock for sale and plan multiple
price points.
James Price is Co-Founder and Managing Director
of Mirus, which provides revenue, admissions and
workforce tech infrastructure and solutions for over
60,000 aged care beds across Australia.
Christopher Baynes is CEO of the DCM Group,
which delivers the web aggregation and education
sites villages.com.au and agedcare101.com.
au. Together they attract 1.2 million potential
customers a year, capturing them early in their
journey to retirement living, home care and
residential care.
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3.10
SYD

Gregory Robinson
Managing Partner, Blenheim Partners
Sydney

Jim Hazel
Chairman, Ingenia Communities
Chairman, Omega Communities
Adelaide

BUILDING THE LEADERSHIP TEAM: WHO TO
RECRUIT, HOW MUCH TO PAY, HOW TO DRIVE
RESULTS
Talent and culture have been identified in the
Royal Commission as key to quality outcomes
for customers and business success, but
many organisations are not strong in these
critical areas. What style of person do you
want, how do you attract them, keep them
and drive them? And what will be the cost?
A discussion by two executives at the leading edge
of performance and team recruitment to build
results focussed businesses in turbulent sectors.
Gregory Robinson is Founder and Managing
Partner of Blenheim Partners Australia’s leading
research based executive recruitment firm. He
acts as an adviser to many of Australia’s leading
corporations on Board performance, capability and
succession.
Jim Hazel is a seasoned Board member and
Chair, including Bendigo & Adelaide Bank,
Coopers Brewery, Adelaide Football Club and
COTA Australia. He is also the Chair of Ingenia
Communities, guiding its growth over 9 years from
ASX listing to today’s $1.5B valuation.

3.45
SYD

Christopher Baynes
CEO, DCM Group
Sydney

Close
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time out
strategise
network

